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Economic Update
European Union leaders reached an agreement early Thursday that
involved leveraging up the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) to
€1 trillion and getting banks to agree to a 50% haircut on Greek bonds.
Klaus Regling, the head of the EFSF, is confident China will be a
contributor to the fund. There are still some details that need to be
hammered out, but for the moment it seems this plan could be sufficiently
adequate to stem contagion and get Greece’s debt situation under
control. Getting Greece out of the headlines and removing this large
uncertainty should bode well for the markets.
Fears of a double-dip recession eased this week as a report was released
showing economic growth nearly doubled in the third quarter. GDP
growth improved to a 2.5% annualized rate from a sluggish 1.3% rate in
the second quarter, according to the Commerce Department. This
marked the first time the overall inflation-adjusted level of economic
output topped the fourth quarter 2007 figure, the last reading before the
Great Recession began.
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Consumer confidence fell sharply in October dropping 6.6 points to 39.8
as concerns over business conditions, the labor market and income
prospects increased. Lynn Franco, Director of The Conference Board
Consumer Research Center said "Consumer confidence is now back to
levels last seen during the 2008-2009 recession." Despite the lack of
confidence, it does not appear to be having a negative impact on
consumer spending which increased 0.6% in September.
The housing market is still stuck in the doldrums. Sales of new homes
are improving while prices are contracting, according to a report from the
Commerce Department. New home sales were up 5.7% in September
bringing the current supply down to a year-and-a-half low of 6.2 months.
Median prices softened for the third straight month, however, falling 3.1%
to $204,400. The market for existing homes looked weaker with pending
sales down 4.6%, according to the National Association of Realtors.
Meanwhile, the Case Shiller 20-city index was flat for the month of August
after edging down 0.1% each of the previous three months.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Despite a considerable rally on Friday, U.S. Treasuries finished lower for
the fifth straight week, the longest losing streak in more than two years.
The safety these securities offer seems to have lost its appeal, with
government debt auctions drawing little interest to recent similar sales.
Adding to the selling pressure are recent signs the U.S. economy has
stabilized along with rumors the Federal Reserve may initiate another
round of quantitative easing, helping riskier asset classes at the expense
of safe-haven Treasuries. The Fed’s preferred inflation measure, the core
personal consumption expenditure (PCE) deflator, remains low at just
1.6%, according to a government report released on Friday. Strategists
suggest the central bank will likely take the view that inflation is under
control and may take fresh measures to aid the economy.
Meanwhile, municipal bond yields topped those of similar maturity
Treasuries for the eighth straight week, the longest stretch since 2009.
Strategists are suggesting the higher muni-to-Treasury ratio could
continue through the November 2012 presidential election because the
Federal Reserve has said it will hold its benchmark interest rate at zero
until mid-2013, and investors will likely wait to see if federal income tax
breaks expire at the end of 2012. Because of an improving fiscal
environment and attractive valuations, investors should continue to
purchase intermediate-term, high-quality bonds.
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Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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Stock Market Update

The stock market hovered between gains and losses on Friday as the
market seemed to take a breather after a two-day rally. Thursday was
particularly strong as investors awoke to the news of progress being
made in combating the European debt crisis. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average closed at 12,231.11, up 422 points for the week, or up 3.58%.
The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week up 3.78% to close at
1,285.08, while the NASDAQ Composite finished higher by 100 points, or
up 3.78% to close the week out at 2,737.15.
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Shares of European companies rallied on the news that progress is being
made after 21 months of discussions and fourteen different meetings with
country leaders. The MSCI EAFE Index rose 6.27% for the week with a
broadly-based rally across all countries and sectors. In particular, the
foreign bank stocks rallied on the news a relief plan is beginning to take
shape.
Shares of Netflix (NFLX) were hit hardest this week after the company
reported quarterly earnings below the lofty expectations placed on the
company by Wall Street analysts. The company had taken a hit earlier in
the year as investors reacted negatively to the significant price hike and
access to both DVDs and online video streaming. The company
maintains a significant cash position, but Monday it was announced they
lost 800,000 subscribers in the third quarter, causing concerns with
regards to the company’s ambitious, international growth plans. Shares
of Netflix are down over 50% year-to-date after the earnings
announcement on Monday.
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Coinstar (CSTR), the parent company of Redbox offering DVDs through
rental kiosks, is now facing a similar situation as Netflix. On Thursday,
the company announced they will be boosting prices by 20% from $1.00
to $1.20, citing a need to maintain a higher profit margin and overcome
high costs. The market viewed this announcement much the same as the
price hike by Netflix, and Coinstar’s shares fell 9% on Friday.
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Gold ended the week up 6.35%, or $104, settling at $1,744.50 an ounce,
after the dollar dropped this week following the eurozone agreement to
boost the region’s bailout fund and slash Greece’s debt. Crude oil closed
at $93.47 a barrel, up 6.65% from the previous week, thanks also to a
deal being reached, as well as news of the U.S. economy expanding in
Q3. Although both finished with weekly gains, gold and oil slipped on
Friday over concerns regarding the actual details of the eurozone deal.
Although 2011 returns have not been what real estate investment trust
(REITs) investors had hoped, REITs continue to outperform the major
markets and remain well-positioned during times of economic
uncertainty. In a report this week from REIT.com, experts believe REITs
as a whole are in relatively good shape, thanks to improving underlying
property fundamentals, favorable market dynamics and access to capital.
In terms of growth potential, REITs today are heavily dependent on
mergers and acquisitions, as well as driving increases in rents, mainly
due to a lack of new construction activity. For the week, the
FTSE/NAREIT All REIT index was up 9.38% to close at 139.24.
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) approved a ruling
this week requiring hedge funds to disclose a vast amount of information
to the regulator. The SEC unanimously approved the new informationgathering measure after easing its stringency slightly. The original
proposal, which was issued in January, forced all hedge fund and private
equity firms with at least $1 billion in assets to make the confidential
disclosures quarterly; the new ruling, however, imposes that requirement
on hedge fund managers with $1.5 billion in assets or more and private
equity firms with $2 billion or more. According to FinAlternatives, all
hedge and private equity fund firms with at least $150 million in assets
will be required to make some disclosures to the SEC, but only the
biggest, roughly 230 hedge funds and 155 private equity firms, will be
subject to the severest requirements, including information on assets,
leverage, positions, valuation and trading.
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MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors proprietary trading
strategies. Performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of management and
transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions MainStreet Advisors provides investment services.
In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors Tactical Asset Allocation Models.
Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from
performance presented herein. Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or
equal the performance results reflected herein. In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information
provided by various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed. All past recommendations are available upon
request. Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced
by an individual client.
MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value,
or core), geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large
cap). The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period. However, the indices
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown. MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation. It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to
the index charter. The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the
relevant stock markets. They are not available for direct investment.
Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk,
including possible loss of principal. MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated. MainStreet Advisors is an
SEC registered investment advisor. Form ADV Part II is available upon request.
120 North LaSalle Street, 37th Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60602
312.223.0270 direct
312.223.0276 fax
www.mainstreetadv.com

